Abstract-Distributed virtual environments (DVEs) are becoming very popular in recent years, due to the rapid growing of applications, such as massive multiplayer online games (MMOGs). As the number of concurrent users increases, scalability becomes one of the major challenges in designing an interactive DVE system. One solution to address this scalability problem is to adopt a multi-server architecture. While some methods focus on the quality of partitioning the load among the servers, others focus on the efficiency of the partitioning process itself. However, all these methods neglect the effect of network delay among the servers on the accuracy of the load balancing solutions. As we show in this paper, the change in the load of the servers due to network delay would affect the performance of the load balancing algorithm. In this work, we conduct a formal analysis of this problem and discuss two efficient delay adjustment schemes to address the problem. Our experimental results show that our proposed schemes can significantly improve the performance of the load balancing algorithm with neglectable computation overhead.
INTRODUCTION
A distributed virtual environment (DVE) allows users to interact with virtual objects or among themselves through networks. Applications of DVEs include massively multiplayer online games (e.g., World of Warcraft), virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life), military and industrial remote training, and collaborative engineering. As the number of concurrent users increases, these systems may reach their performance bottleneck and no longer provide the quality of service required, typically in terms of response time. A general approach to address this scalability problem is to distribute the workload among multiple networked servers, by partitioning the entire virtual environment (VE) into multiple partitions to be served among the servers.
Traditionally, the partitioning process is a static operation and no dynamic changes to the partitions will be allowed during runtime. For example, in [11] , the VE is statically partitioned and each partition is assigned to a fixed server. The advantages of this approach are that it is simple and the computation time of the partitioning process would not affect the interactivity of the DVE system. However, as users move around in the VE, some partitions may have too many users due to some application objectives while others may have too few users, resulting in some servers getting overloaded while others underloaded. To address this limitation, dynamic load balancing schemes are introduced, which try to balance the load among the servers dynamically during runtime. Depending on whether a single server (usually referred to as a central server) is needed to perform the load balancing computation, existing dynamic load balancing methods can be generally classified into two approaches: centralized methods and decentralized methods. In centralized methods, a central server makes the load migration decisions based on the information collected from all local servers, which manage individual partitions, and then passes the decisions to local servers for them to carry out the load migrations. In decentralized methods, each local server could make load migration decisions with information collected from its neighbor servers, which manage the adjacent partitions.
Whether a load balancing method is based on the centralized or decentralized approach, it needs to collect load information from some other servers. If all the servers are located at the same site, the network latency among the servers may be neglectable. However, for large-scale DVEs, such as Second Life, where the servers may be distributed across different cities/continents, the network latency may no longer be neglected. As a result, there will be a delay from the moment that each server sends out its load status to the moment when the collected load status is used to make load migration decisions. As DVE systems are highly interactive and the load on each server may change dramatically over time, by the time when a server is to make the load migration decision, the collected load status from other servers may no longer be valid. This will affect the accuracy, and hence the performance, of the load balancing algorithm, as we demonstrate in Section 5 of this paper. To the best of our knowledge, no works in the area of DVE load balancing have formally studied this problem. We have two main contributions in this work:
1. We formally model the load migration process across servers by considering the latency among them. Although our work is based on the centralized approach, it can also be applied to the decentralized approach.
2. We propose and compare two efficient delay adjustment schemes to address the latency problem.
We have conducted extensive experiments and our results show that the proposed schemes can significantly improve the performance of the load balancing algorithm, with relatively small overhead. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work on dynamic load balancing. Section 3 models the load migration process across servers in a DVE system. Section 4 presents our two delay adjustment methods: uniform adjustment scheme and adaptive adjustment scheme. Section 5 presents and evaluates a number of experiments.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly summarizes relevant load balancing works on the centralized approach and on the decentralized approach, as well as those that concern the delays.
Centralized Methods
The dynamic load balancing problem in DVEs may be considered as the problem of partitioning a finite element graph and mapping the partitions to different servers. A number of graph partitioning methods have been proposed. Some of them make use of the geometric information of nodes, e.g., the recursive coordinate bisection [1] and inertial bisection [23] , which produce regular partitioning, and [24] [22], which produce irregular partitioning to better fit the VE or game world decomposition. Others make use of the graph connectivity information, e.g., the spectral graph theory based method [21] , simulated annealing based method [25] and index based method [20] . In general these methods can produce well balanced partitions even if the load distribution becomes significantly skewed. However, repartitioning from scratch during each partitioning process can be very time consuming, as these methods are not inherently designed for interactive applications. In addition, remapping of the new partitions can cause very high data redistribution / user migration overheads, as the newly generated partitions can deviate considerably from the previous ones.
Instead of repartitioning from scratch using traditional graph partitioning methods, methods based on refining existing partitions and migrating extra loads among the processors have been proposed for finite element analysis [19] [13] [9] . These methods have lower overall overheads. They model the load migration problem as an optimization problem with the objective of minimizing both the load difference among servers and the amount of load needed to be migrated. Derived from the idea in [19] that models the incremental graph partitioning problem as a linear programming problem, an optimization-based load balancing method for multi-server DVEs is proposed in [17] . This method models the loads of a DVE as a connected graph, with each node representing a user and each edge representing the communication cost between the corresponding two nodes. It performs load migrations among adjacent partitions so as to minimize a linear combination of load imbalance among the partitions and the inter-partition communication costs of the reassigned nodes. Although this method may produce very load balancing solutions, it has a very high computational cost, as its optimization process involves all nodes of the DVE. As a result, it is not suitable for DVEs in practice.
In [5] , the VE is divided into cells and several heuristic algorithms are proposed to find near optimal assignments of these cells to the servers so as to achieve load balance. However the heuristic algorithms are only practical for small-scale DVEs, due to their high computational overheads. A more efficient method based on heat diffusion is proposed recently [6] . Unlike the above methods, this method replaces the optimization step with multiple iterations of load balancing flow computations during each load balancing process.
In general, most centralized method can produce good load balancing results as they typically execute some kind of optimization algorithms. However, since the load balancing process is performed on a single server, all servers managing the partitions (referred to as the local servers) will have to send their load information to this central server. The network delay, together with the long processing time, may become significant. As we will demonstrate in this paper, these delays may affect the accuracy of the load balancing solutions.
Decentralized Methods
The idea of the decentralized approach is that local servers, i.e., servers managing the partitions, perform the load balancing process individually. Each server will determine the amount of load to be transferred its neighbor servers, which manage the adjacent partitions.
In [18] , an adaptive partitioning method is proposed. When a server is overloaded, it uses the load information of its neighboring servers to determine the amount of load to transfer to each of the neighbor servers. This method attempts to minimize the perimeter of the partition as the overloaded server tries to determine which parts of the partition to be transferred. However, as each server only has the load information of its neighbor servers, load balancing decisions are made without a global view of loads of all servers. As a result, the load balancing solutions can only be considered as short-term and the overloaded server may quickly become overloaded again. In [16] , a method is proposed to address the limitation of [18] by considering more servers for load transfer. When an overloaded server finds out that it cannot transfer all its extra load to its neighbor servers, it will consider the neighbor servers of its available neighbor servers and so on. When there are enough available servers to take up all the excessive load, the regions managed by all these selected servers will be repartitioned using a graph partitioning method similar to [17] . Although this method may produce better load balancing solutions than [18] , it is slower due to the extra communication and computation overheads. In [3] , each local server monitors its QoS violations measured in terms of user response time, determines whether a perceived QoS violation is due to heavy workload or high inter-server communication, and then triggers either load shedding or load aggregation, respectively. This method considers not only to migrate load from the overloaded servers, but also to merge the partitions with excessive inter-server communication. This method has a high computational cost. Recently, an efficient hybrid method is proposed to augment the load balancing process running at each local server with some global load information, which may be received infrequently, to guide the direction of load redistribution [15] .
In general, decentralized methods are more efficient than centralized methods as they perform the load balancing process by considering only the local load information. Its solutions are typically shortterm and the servers may quickly become overloaded again. In addition, although these methods involve a smaller number of servers in each load balancing process, it still needs to obtain the load information from nearby servers in order to determine the target servers and the amount of load to transfer. As two neighbor servers managing two adjacent partitions may not be physically located near to each other, we still cannot neglect the network delay among neighbor servers.
Delay Consideration in Load Balancing
In some traditional load balancing application domains such as adaptive mesh analysis and queuing analysis, there have been some works that consider delays in the design of the load balancing algorithms. In adaptive mesh analysis, [14] proposes a dynamic load balancing scheme for structured adaptive mesh refinement. The method is divided into global and local load balancing processes, with the objective of minimizing remote communications by reducing the number of load balancing processes among distant processors and allowing more load balancing processes among local processors. Their assumption is that distant processors have high delays while nearby processors have lower delays. In queuing analysis, [10] and [12] conduct extensive analysis and reveal that computational delays and load-transfer delays can significantly degrade the performance of load balancing algorithms that do not account for any delays. These authors subsequently propose to control the load balancing process by a so-call gain parameter and the time when the load balancing process is being executed, with the objective of optimizing the overall completion time of the given tasks in a distributed systems [8] . They try to find out the optimal choice of the load balancing process and the gain parameter empirically through extensive experiments. Further extension of this work in [7] is to consider the random arrivals of the external tasks.
Although these works consider delays, they address very different problems from ours. Both of them try to minimize the task completion time due to network and/or computational delays. On the contrary, we argue here that when the local servers have received the load balancing solutions from the central server after some network delay, the loads of the local servers may be very different and the load balancing solutions may no longer be accurate, due to the dynamic nature of DVEs. We then propose two methods to adjust the load balancing solutions obtained from the central server in order to compensate for the change in server loads.
THE LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
In [6] , a dynamic load balancing method based on the centralized approach is proposed. The idea of this work is to consider the load of a partition, i.e., the computational cost needed to handle the users within the partition, as heat, which can be diffused from the server outwards via the neighbor servers. Due to the simplicity of this method, we discuss our work here based on this method, without loss of generality.
To formally model the load balancing process with latency consideration, we first model the VE by dividing it regularly into a large number of square cells. Each cell may contain some users (or avatars). Here, we assume that the load on each cell is computed according to the number of users within it. In order to map the VE into multiple servers, the VE is partitioned into n partitions. By assuming that each partition is assigned to a separate server, there will be n servers denoted as {S 1 , S 2 , ...S n }, with S i serving the i th partition. (For simplicity, we assume for the rest of this paper that references to the partition and the server are interchangeable if the context is clear.) Each partition contains an integer number of cells. Thus, the load of server S i , denoted as l i , is the summation of the loads of all the cells inside the i th partition. The load distribution of the n servers of the DVE system is therefore
To formulate the problem, we construct a server graph for the DVE system defined above as G = (S, E), where S represents the set of servers in the DVE system and E represents the set of edges with each edge linking two servers managing the two adjacent partitions. The server graph is a weighted undirected graph. The weight associated with each node S i is represented by its load l i , and the weight associated with each edge e i, j is represented by a coefficient called diffusion coefficient denoted by c i, j , which will be defined later. Fig. 1 shows an example of a small server graph for illustration. Now the load balancing problem becomes how to determine the amount of load to be transferred between any two adjacent nodes such that the load of each node becomes approximately the same. The load transferred between any two adjacent nodes, S i and S j , can be viewed as a flow of load (referred to as the balancing flow) along edge e i, j , and is denoted as λ i→ j . Note that if λ i→ j > 0, the direction of the balancing flow is from S i to S j , and vice versa.
Given a server graph, we define the load balancing problem as how to find out the balancing flow along each edge. For simplicity, we assume that all servers have the same processing performance. The balancing flow can then be formulated as follows:
wherel is the average load over all nodes, i.e.,l = (∑ k l k )/n. ∑ j λ i→ j represents the summation of the balancing flows between S i and each of its adjacent nodes S j .
The Heat Diffusion Algorithm
The load balancing process is to migrate loads from the overloaded servers to the underloaded servers. This is analogous to the heat diffusion process, which is governed by a partial differential equation called the heat equation:
where u(x, y,t) is a temperature function that describes the variation of temperature across spatial location (x, y) at time t, and α is the thermal conductivity. The heat equation is used to determine the change in the temperature function over time as heat spreads throughout space. Solutions of the heat equation are characterized by a gradual smoothing of the initial temperature by the flow of heat from hotter to colder partitions. Heat diffusion was first used for load balancing in [4] , which models the dynamic load balancing problem in a distributed memory multiprocessor network using a discrete form of the heat equation based on the first-order explicit scheme. For each node of the server graph G = (S, E), the execution of the heat diffusion method is divided into a sequence of iteration steps. At k th iteration step, node S i computes its load using the following equation, assuming that l
where l
are the loads of node S i and its adjacent node S j , respectively, at k − 1 iteration step. c i, j is the diffusion coefficient that determines the portion of the load difference between S i and S j to be exchanged between them. Cybenko [4] also discusses the necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the diffusion method and comes up with the appropriate diffusion coefficients for those graphs with binary n-cube topology (e.g., rings) to guarantee the convergence of the iterative process. For generalized graphs, Boillat [2] proposes to compute the diffusion coefficients as follows:
where deg (S i ) is the degree of node S i , i.e., the number of nodes adjacent to it, and c i, j = c j,i . The idea here is to increase the diffusion coefficient as the degrees of both adjacent nodes decrease.
The Global Heat Diffusion Algorithm
The global heat diffusion algorithm has two main processes:
• Global Migration Planning (GMP): it is to compute the balancing flows to solve the load balancing problem using Eq. (1). This process is carried out by the central server.
• Local Load Transfer (LLT): it is to transfer load between adjacent servers based on the amount indicated by the balancing flows. This process is carried out in a distributed way by each local server that manages a partition.
The GMP process is to utilize the global information, the load of each node and the adjacency relations of all nodes, to compute the balancing flows based on the heat diffusion approach. The LLT process is to actually carry out the balancing flows by means of transferring cells between adjacent partitions. Theoretically, the GMP process can be physically located at any one of the local servers, while the LLT process is executed on every local server. We describe each of the two processes in the following subsections.
Global Migration Planning (GMP)
The GMP process is to determine all the balancing flows of the server graph so as to satisfy Eq. (1). It typically takes several iteration steps in order to obtain the final balancing flows. For a given state of a DVE system, we may construct the server graph G = {S, E}, with the load distribution among the servers modeled as a vector: L = (l 1 , l 2 , . .., l n ) T , where n is the number of processors in the server graph. Hence, the initial load distribution vector at the start of the GMP process can be denoted as
n ) T , while the potential load distribution vector at k th iteration step (k > 0) of the GMP process can be denoted as 
where D = (d i, j ) n×n is called the diffusion matrix. It is given by:
with ∑ m c i,m representing the sum of the diffusion coefficients associated with node S i . It is a symmetric irreducible nonnegative matrix, which guarantees the iterative computation defined by Eq. (5) to converge to an equilibrium state, i.e., uniform load distribution, in polynomial time [2] . Using the server graph in Fig. 1 as an example, the diffusion matrix should be: 
Suppose that at N th iteration step (N > 0), we have:
Then, the iterative computation process of Eq. (5) would terminate. In fact, we do not really need to achieve such an exact load balance in DVEs. Besides, the loads of DVEs are in terms of number of users, which can only be divided into the nearest integer numbers. A roughly load balance is acceptable in practice so that the iterative GMP process can be terminated earlier. Hence, we have:
If we rearrange all the load values, we have the load vectors for each of the nodes (or servers) over the N iterations as follows:
i is the potential load of S i at k th iteration step. Let us revisit Eq. (1), which formulates the load balancing problem in DVEs as a problem of finding the proper balancing flow along each edge of the server graph. Each iteration step defined by Eq. (5) computes the amount of load that each node of the server graph, S i , should transfer to (or receive from) each of its adjacent nodes. Thus, the total balancing flow across any edge e i, j is obtained by accumulating the potential loads transferred across e i, j over the total number of iterations, N, before Eq. (5) stops:
Now, if we consider the effect of communication delay, we may denote L(t) = (l 1 (t), l 2 (t), ..., l n (t)) as the load distribution of n servers at time t, with l i (t) representing the load of server S i . We let ∆t i be the communication delay between server s i and the central server. When the central server receives the load status from S i at time t, this load status should correspond l i (t − ∆t i ), instead of l i (t), of S i . Let L C (t) = (l 1 (t − ∆t 1 ), l 2 (t − ∆t 2 ), ..., l n (t − ∆t n )) represent the load distribution that the central server holds at time t. We need to modify Eq. (5) as follows:
where [L C (t)] (k) is the potential load distribution at the k th iteration step. Now, we may rewrite Eq. (6) to obtain the balancing flow as:
where λ i→ j (t) represents the balancing flow from server S i to S j that the central server computes at time t, and [l i (t − ∆t i )] (k) is the potential load of S i at k th iteration step of the revised GMP process defined in Eq. (7). Note that the communication delay, ∆t i , for any server i can be generalized to cover the network delay as well as processing delay.
Local Load Transfer (LLT)
The LLT process is to perform the actual load migration, according to the computed balancing flows from the GMP process. Recall that the VE is divided into cells and each cell is considered as a basic unit for transfer among the servers. As each cell may have a different number of users, i.e., a different amount of load, there is not a direct mapping from the amount of load to transfer into the number of cells to transfer. The LLT process running on each local server is to select the boundary cells for transfer between adjacent servers. After all the balancing flows have been carried out, the load for each node should be roughly equalized.
THE DELAY ADJUSTMENT SCHEMES
In the global heat diffusion algorithm, the central server carries out the GMP process to compute the balancing flows for each local server based on the latest load information collected from the local servers. It then propagates the balancing flows to the local servers to carry out the LLT process there. As a result, it takes one single-trip delay for a local server to send its load status to the central server and another single-trip delay for the central server to return the local server the balancing flows. This involves a total of at least a round-trip delay. If the servers are distributed, the effect of this round-trip delay may no longer be neglected, as the load status of a local server from the time that it sends out the load status till the time that it executes the LLT process may have changed significantly. For example, if there are a lot of users moving from this local server to its neighbor servers during this period of round-trip delay, this local server may become underloaded if it carries out the balancing flows recommended by the central server, while its neighbor servers may become overloaded.
We refer to this problem as the delay adjustment problem with the objective of minimizing the effect of the delay on the performance of the load balancing algorithm. This delay adjustment process should be efficient so that it would not introduce significant overhead. Otherwise, the benefit gained from the adjustment may be offset by the additional delay. Likewise, this delay adjustment process should not require extra communication with other servers, which will also introduce additional delay. Here, we present two delay adjustment schemes. The first one is a very simple scheme, which results may serve as reference. The second scheme is more sophisticated but requires some amount of user mobility tracking.
Uniform Adjustment Scheme
We denote the load of server S i measured by S i itself locally at time t as l i (t), and the load status of S i available at the central server at time t as l i (t). To consider the communication delay, we have:
where ∆t i represents the delay between S i and the central server, i.e., a single-trip delay. Now supposed that at time t the central server carries out the GMP process to compute the balancing flows and immediately propagates them to the local servers. The load status of S i used in the GMP process is as shown in Eq. (9) and then it becomes l i (t + ∆t i ) by the time when S i receives the balancing flows from the central server. The load variation of S i between these two time moments is:
Eq. (10) indicates the net increase in S i 's load between t − ∆t i and t + ∆t i , i.e., the period of a round-trip delay. If ∆l i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ) > 0, it means that more users have moved into S i from, than moved out of S i into, its neighbor partitions. Based on this observation, we may adjust the balancing flows according to the change in S i 's load. We first assume that S i has only one neighbor server S j . If the balancing flow for S i as recommended by the central server is λ i→ j (t), with t corresponding to the time that it was computed. Due to the communication delay, the balancing flow received by S i is:
Now, we adjust the balancing flow as follows:
where λ i→ j (t + ∆t i ) is the adjusted balancing flow in S i at t + ∆t i . The idea of this is that, in addition to the recommended balancing flow, S i should send out the net increase in load obtained during the 2∆t i period in order for its load to reach the average level,l. Typically, S i has more than one neighbor servers. We may generalize Eq. (12) simply by uniformly distributing the net increase of S i 's load among the neighbor servers as follows:
Note that this is only an approximation method, which assumes that the contribution to the net increase of S i 's load is uniform among S i 's neighbor servers.
Adaptive Adjustment Scheme
The uniform adjustment scheme is simple as it only needs to capture the load variation as defined by Eq. (10). However, adjusting the balancing flows uniformly across the neighbor servers is only a coarse approximation. Supposed that S i has two neighbor servers, S j and S k . Then, S i will receive two balancing flows, λ i→ j (t) and λ i→k (t), computed by the central server at time t. Let us denote β i→ j (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), β i→k (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), β j→i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), and β k→i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ) as the number of users having moved from S i to S j , S i to S k , S j to S i , and S k to S i during the 2∆t i period, respectively. Then the load variation of S i can be computed as:
where
indicate the net increase in load of S i contributed by S j and S k , respectively. If we can capture the exact amount contributed by each neighbor server, we may adjust each balancing flow accurately.
The difficulty for a server to capture the contribution of the net increase in load from each of its neighboring servers is that the server does not have the latest load information of its neighbor servers, unless it sends requests to them to obtain such information. This means that a server has to communicate with its neighboring servers in order to capture the net increase in load contributed by each of them. However, this will introduce additional delay, which itself could cause the same problem. Here, we introduce an adjustment scheme that does not require server-to-server communication.
We notice that the users' maximum moving speed determines how far they can move during the 2∆t i period, i.e., between t − ∆t i and t + ∆t i . Hence, the maximum number of cells, N cell , that a user may cross during this period is:
where v max is the user's maximum moving velocity, and W cell is the width (or height) of each square cell. In most settings, N cell is a small number of 1 or 2. This means that only those users located at the boundary cells of S i adjacent to S j may have moved to S j during the 2∆t i period, and vice versa. We propose to track the movement of the users at the boundary cells with a simple method.
To present our method, we assume here that the maximum number of cells that a user may cross is 1 during the 2∆t i period. In order to capture the net increase of S i 's load contributed by S j , we need to determine the amount of users having moved from S i to S j , i.e., β i→ j (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), and the amount of users having moved from S j to S i , i.e., β j→i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), without any server-to-server communication. For β i→ j (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), S i first marks down all the users who are located at the boundary cells next to S j at time t − ∆t i . For each of these users, S i marks its data structure with a combined ID: Server ID of S i + Timestamp. We record the total number of marked users as ω(t − ∆t i ). At time t + ∆t i , S i checks the number of marked users in these boundary cells and their adjacent cells. We record the total number of marked users found as ω(t + ∆t i ). Now we have: Fig. 2 illustrate our method to estimate β i→ j (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ). Here, our assumption is that if the marked users in the shadow area shown in Fig.  2 (a) do not appear in the shadow area shown in Fig. 2 (b), they should have moved into S j . We understand that this is only an estimation, as there may be some users that have moved out of the shadow area shown in Fig. 2(a) through the upper or lower boundary into the upper or lower neighbor partition. However, we believe that this is a much better approximation than that of the uniform adjustment scheme, as we will demonstrate in Section 5. To estimate β j→i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), S i marks down all the users who are located at the boundary cells next to S j as well as their inner adjacent cells at time t − ∆t i , i.e., the shadow area shown in Fig. 3(a) . For each of these users, S i marks in a separate location of its data structure with a combined ID: Server ID of S j + Timestamp. At time t + ∆t i , S i checks the number of users in the boundary cells, i.e., the shadow area shown in Fig. 3(b) , who do not have such a marking. Based on these two numbers, we may estimate the number of users having moved from S j into S i , i.e., the β j→i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ). Here, our assumption is that all the unmarked users found in the shadow area shown in Fig.  3(b) should have come from S j . Again, this is only an estimation, but it should be a good estimation. After finding β i→ j (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ) and β j→i (t − ∆t i ,t + ∆t i ), we can compute the net increase of S i 's load contributed by S j according to Eq. (14) . Hence, the adjusted balancing flow to S j is:
SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATIONS
We have implemented a simulator in C++ to model a multi-server DVE system for evaluations. We have integrated the dynamic load balancing algorithm used here and the two proposed delay adjustment schemes into this simulator. All these algorithms are also written in C++. We have conducted a number of experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods. All the experiments were conducted on a PC with an Intel Core i7 2.80GHz CPU and 6GB RAM.
Simulation Settings
We have simulated a VE of 1, 000m × 1, 000m in size. It is subdivided into a set of 100 × 100 cells. Hence, the size of each cell is 10m × 10m. The cells are then divided into 100 partitions and managed by 100 servers. We model a total of 10,000 users and divide them into two groups. One group of 8,000 users move randomly in the VE. The other group of 2,000 users move as a crowd in the VE, causing different parts of the VE to get overloaded as they pass by. This is to evaluate the effectiveness of our delay adjustment schemes under such a demanding situation. The moving speed of each user is randomly chosen from the range of [0, 10m/s], with an average moving speed of 5m/s, which is roughly equal to the human running speed. The single-trip communication delay between each local server and the central server is randomly selected from the range of [100ms, 300ms] at each time frame. The system frame rate is set as 10 frames per second, which is also the frequency that local servers send their load information to the central server. The duration of each experiment is 2 minutes. We typically run the simulation for a short while so that the DVE system is stabilized before we start capturing the statistical and performance information. We have experimented two load balancing intervals: 1 second and 3 seconds. This refers to the duration between two consecutive load balancing processes.
To determine the maximum number of cells, N cell , that a user may cross during the 2∆t i period stated in Eq. (15), we have v max = 10m/s, maximum ∆t i = 300ms, and W cell = 10m. Hence, N cell should be 1. This is used in the adaptive adjustment scheme for object tracking, as discussed in Section 4.2.
Performance Metrics
We define two performance metrics to measure the performance of the load balancing algorithm. First, we define the ratio of overloaded servers (R OS ) as:
which indicates the percentage of servers being overloaded. It is measured in a 1-second interval, i.e., we count the average number of overloaded servers over the number of frames in 1 second. (Hence, if a server is overloaded in 3 out of 10 frames, it is counted as 0.3 overloaded servers.) Here, a server S i is regarded as overloaded if l i > l max , where l max is the maximum load that a server can handle. As we have 10,000 users served by 100 servers, the average load,l, is 100. In order to observe how the load balancing performance in a heavy loaded VE, we set l max = 120. Since overloaded servers would affect the system interactivity, this metric reflects the ability of the load balancing algorithm to avoid server overloading. The value of R OS should be the lower the better. Second, we define the ratio of migrated users (R MU ) as:
which indicates the percentage of users being migrated in a single load balancing process. This metric reflects the overhead induced by the load balancing algorithm. The value of R MU should be the lower the better. In addition to the above two metrics, the computational overheads are also important to the load balancing algorithm. Since the global heat diffusion method has two main processes, global migration planning (GMP) and local load transfer (LLT), we would measure the computation time of each process separately. While the computation time for the GMP process is determined by the central server, the computation time for the LLT process is determined by the longest time among all the local servers in executing the LLT process.
We show three sets of experiments in the following subsections In these experiments, we compare four methods: 1) original -the original global heat diffusion algorithm without delay adjustment; 2) uniform -the original algorithm with the uniform adjustment scheme; 3) adaptive -the original algorithm with the adaptive adjustment scheme; 4) ideal -the original algorithm but assuming that there is no server-toserver delay.
Experiment #1
This experiment studies the effects of the proposed adjustment schemes on the performance of the load balancing algorithm based on the ratio of the overloaded servers, R OS . We compare the four methods mentioned in Section 5.2 and the results are shown in Fig. 4 , when the load balancing interval is set to 1 second. We can see that the ideal method has the lowest R OS , as we assume no communication delay among the servers. This represents the best case. On the other hand, the original method suffers from a delay of 2∆t i . We can see that R OS increases significantly. With the uniform adjustment scheme, we can see that R OS is much lower than that of the original method, although it is higher than that of the ideal method. With the adaptive adjustment scheme, the performance is even better. In fact, it is very close to ideal method in some places. This shows that our proposed two delay adjustment schemes are effective, with the adaptive adjustment scheme being better due to the additional tracking of user movement. This shows that by improving the accuracy of the balancing flows, the load distribution among the local servers becomes more even. As a result, the local servers are less likely to get overloaded. Fig. 5 shows the R OS performance of the four methods when the load balancing interval is set to 3 seconds. We can see that R OS 's of all methods are now higher, as a result of a longer interval before each load balancing process. However, the performance improvements of the two adjustment schemes are still obvious. Again, the adaptive adjustment scheme performs better than the uniform adjustment scheme. 6 shows the average R OS 's of the four methods. We can see that at both load balancing intervals, the average performance of the adaptive adjustment scheme is very close to that of the ideal method. However, we can see that the average performance of the uniform adjustment scheme is much worst when the load balancing interval is high. This is because as the load balancing interval is high, the loads among the local servers become more uneven. If we simply distribute the load variation evenly among the neighbor servers during the load balancing process, it may further upset the balance of load for some of the local servers, causing them easier to get overloaded. Fig. 6 . Average R OS performance at two load balancing intervals.
Experiment #2
This experiment studies the effects of the proposed adjustment schemes on the performance of the load balancing algorithm based on the ratio of migrated users, R MU . Fig. 7 shows the ratio of migrated users of the four methods when the load balancing interval is set to 1 second. Again, we can see that the ideal method has the lowest R MU , the original method has the highest, while the two adjustment schemes are in the middle, with the adaptive adjustment scheme being slightly better than the uniform adjustment scheme. This shows that by improving the accuracy of the balancing flows, we can avoid unnecessary migration of users among the local servers. As a result, the overall amount of users needed to be migrated is reduced. Fig. 7 . R MU performance at load balancing interval = 1 second. Fig. 8 shows the R MU performance of the four methods when the load balancing interval is set to 3 seconds. We can see that R MU 's of all methods are now higher, as a result of a longer interval before each load balancing process. The performance improvements of the two adjustment schemes are still obvious, with the adaptive adjustment scheme performs better than the uniform adjustment scheme. 9 shows the average R MU 's of the four methods. We can see that the average R MU of the idea method and the two adjustment schemes are very close when the load balancing interval is set to 1 second. When the load balancing interval increase to 3 seconds, the average R MU of all four methods roughly increases proportionally. 
Experiment #3
This experiment studies the computational overhead of the proposed adjustment schemes. The two adjustment schemes are added to the beginning of the LLT process and are executed at the local servers. Table  1 shows the computation time of the four methods. We can see that the computation time of the LLT process for the four methods is roughly similar (all below 2ms). This means that the two adjustment schemes do not add obvious computational costs on the load balancing algorithm. On the other hand, we notice that with the adjustment schemes, there is an obvious decrease in the computation time of the GMP process. This is mainly because the two adjustment schemes help improve the load distribution among the local servers. As a result, it generally takes fewer iteration steps for the GMP process to terminate.
When the load balancing interval is set to 3 seconds, the load distribution among the local servers are now less even, as a result of a longer interval before each load balancing process. We can see that for the GMP process, the computation time of the original method is much higher now. However, the computation time of the uniform adjustment scheme is also very high compared with that of the adaptive adjustment scheme. As we have explained in Experiment #1, if we simply distribute the load variation evenly among the neighbor servers during the load balancing process, it may further upset the balance of load for some of the local servers. This in turn will cause the GMP process to execute more iteration steps before it terminates. Through the above experiments, we can see that the proposed adjustment schemes have obvious improvement on the overall performance of the load balancing method when the server-to-server latency cannot be neglected. Although the uniform adjustment scheme is much simpler, the adaptive adjustment scheme outperforms the uniform adjustment schemes in all three experiments.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the delay problem on dynamic load balancing for DVEs. Due to communication delays among servers, the load balancing process may be using outdated load information from local servers to compute the balancing flows, while the local servers may be using outdated balancing flows to conduct load migration. As we have shown, this would significantly affect the performance of the load balancing algorithm. To address this problem, we have presented two methods here: uniform adjustment scheme and adaptive adjustment scheme. The first method performs a uniform distribution of the load variation among the neighbor servers, which is a coarse approximation but is very simple to implement. We use it more as a reference method for comparison here. The second method performs limited degree of user tracking but without the need to communicate with neighbor servers. It is a better approximation method. Our experimental results show that both adjustment schemes can greatly improve the performance of the load balancing algorithm in most situation, with the adaptive adjustment scheme performs even better on average in the experiments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that formally addresses the delay problem in DVE load balancing.
